Pink + Green

A baby orca died last summer and Western culture didn’t understand how to
mourn for non-human life.

ERICA HIROKO

As I followed the news headlines, I wondered if the baby orca’s mother blamed
humans on shore and wanted us to share her sorrows. In mourning, she carried her

. . . when sadness sparks in you, look for the collective pattern. Honor what you feel as

dead calf across the ocean for seventeen days. One day for each month she carried

an echo of a larger song. The kind one mountaintop sings to another through landslides

it during gestation, seventeen months and seventeen hours in total. She made sure

and desecration. All mountains know each other, all mountains hold each other beneath

every living being across the Pacific Northwest knew of her grief.

the sea.

Oceans carry wretched histories. Danger and unknowns exist, lives lost and
painful memories held deep underwater. I understand how treacherous water can
—Gala Mukomolova (Galactic Rabbit Horoscopes),
“Your July Horoscopes Are Here”

be, but there is also something re-energizing about a body of water. Water is a lifegiver, cradling us in the womb.
“How could I not pray for this frickin’ water?”

Side A

My friend who is a mother of three and comes from fresh and saltwater people,
once asked me this question as we traveled up the Sea to Sky highway through her

The tears start to flow at 12:09am, meaning technically I didn’t cry yesterday.

Sḵx̱ wu7mesh homelands. It was an early December day and snow fluttered down

And this is progress. I have not stopped crying for the past seven days. I have not

on the windshield as we drove alongside the Howe Sound in her purple mom van.

washed my hair. I have not stopped streaming Blonde by Frank Ocean.
“But you didn’t cry yesterday,” Cara reminds me, holding out a tissue from the
foot of the bed in her spare room.
I have not stopped thinking about our love, but I have also begun the process of
centering myself again.

I watched as she prepared to spend a week camping and fasting in the dead of
winter on a wooded trail just outside of downtown Squamish. I interpreted this as
a deeply spiritual act, both a personal and political protest against liquefied natural
gas on her territories. When I think about her sacrifices, I ask myself what I have
done to invoke my life spirit. How do I act as an individual towards collective

I am still floating. I am not drowning in my sorrows.

change and well-being? How do my actions affect the water or the baby whales?

I left my lover to sleep in a pink-walled and green-curtained bedroom. I left

How do I mourn and how do I heal?

our cozy queer home and showed up at my friend’s apartment with a backpack
with two changes of clothes, my toothbrush, face wash, my journal, allergy meds

The same week that baby orca died, my family set out on a fishing trip. For

(because of their cat), and a few packages of instant ramen and boxed mac and

twelve hours each day, my dad, sister, and myself perched ourselves in a fishing boat

cheese.

in Heiltsuk territory off the Central Coast of British Columbia.

I can’t talk about it anymore without being overwhelmed with everything I

This was only a three-day trip, but it was the longest time my lover and I

cannot say out loud, like asking myself am I making a mistake or being rash. I am

had spent apart for more than a year. I can still picture my sister sleeping, sit-

not just saying goodbye to a lover, but also saying goodbye to someone who has

ting straight up in a folding chair while my dad and our Heiltsuk fishing guide

been my best friend.

reeled in something on the small deck beside me, possibly a spring salmon.

I close my eyes and let the tears fall onto the pillow beneath my head. I close my
eyes and think about sinking and swimming, flailing and floating.

These fish are fighters in the truest sense, living up to their name as “wild”
salmon. On the trip, I started to be able to tell the difference between Coho
and Chinook, two types of salmon we caught that weekend. I felt an odd sense
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of connection to this newly attained skill. I wrote about it on the back of a

our contemporary cultural foods might look like today if they had been able to

postcard addressed home.

thrive, too.”

In that moment, I was closer than I had ever been to where my Japanese ancestors once worked and lived. Was this what it was like for them on this coastline
two generations ago? Maybe. Perhaps with a spoken language barrier among the
Japanese and Indigenous fishermen and probably without the chocolate bars and
potato chips. Our guide and our family casually shared stories about salmon, the

“You’ll see bears and wolves out on the shoreline fishing for salmon, too,” our
guide told me at the end of the fishing trip, “Come back in the Fall.”
Fall is when the salmon are spawning, returning to their birthplace, and dying.
Fall is when the life cycle starts all over again.

ways we cook it, the way it sustains our bodies and communities.
But wait.

“This is life, life immortality,” Frank Ocean croons.

Am I just romanticizing this history?
Is this all in my head?
This is history I can now benefit from and remain separated from by generations

I try to recall who I was when my lover and I first met and who I am now. Sometimes I wonder if we moved too fast?

upon generations. I am distanced by kilometers upon kilometers of land mass,

When I think about her, I think about building a home and a queer love together

waterways, and forgotten places in time and space. I am displaced by forced move-

that neither of us had felt before. In our relationship, I was offered new possibilities

ment, migration, poverty, fear, and wartime prejudice against “enemy aliens.” I am

and new beginnings. I dove in headfirst and as I swam deeper, I left other parts of

a pawn of imperialism, colonization, naturalization, “democracy,” and assimilation.

my body and spirit on the shoreline, swimming farther and farther out of sight

I am left with citizenship status on stolen land and a perpetual unknowing, an

from myself. It’s hard to pinpoint the exact moment this happened, when exactly I

erasure of my past.

started falling out of love with myself as I fell in love with “us” instead.

My Japanese Canadian grandmother was born at the mouth of the Skeena River,
360 kilometers north of where I sat on that boat. In reality, I was hardly any closer
to her birthplace, but I was still closer than I had ever been before.
During my breakup, a friend from university invited me over for dinner at his
apartment in the West End. After living off of instant ramen, boxed mac and cheese,
and take out, the idea of a home cooked meal felt luxurious.

The curtains in this bedroom are a sheer green and white, shimmery and
mermaid-like.
Draped against the peachy walls, these colours remind me of a spring salmon’s
saltwater sheen and rich flesh. These are the colours of healing ancestral foods.
I lie alone in this bed and know that this sadness and grief are part of my healing
journey. I am slowly but surely swimming back to myself.

Jared’s family is from Prince Rupert. Like my grandmother, his great auntie

I am swimming.

Alice was also born and raised on the Skeena River. She grew up surrounded by

I am swimming.

fishermen and cannery workers. As Jared prepared us dinner, he told me a story

I am not drowning in this grief.

about a renowned Japanese sushi chef who moved to Prince Rupert for a year to
connect to the land and the bounty of the ocean. “He said we have the best salmon
in the world.”
Jared passed me a plate of lemon herring pasta with fresh cherry tomatoes
and parsley, noting similarities between traditional Japanese and north coastal
Indigenous sustenance: “My family really loves sushi. I’ve always wondered what
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a litany is not a list

Side B

JESSIE LOYER

our love

the snakepit of rosaries wrapping around one another in the candy jar. pray for us.
my late kookum flo. pray for us.

our cozy queer home

wild rose petals slipped onto the tongue. pray for us.
how full those lips are. pray for us.
her thumb in the hollow of my ankle. pray for us.
am I making a mistake or being rash
saying goodbye to a lover, but also saying goodbye to someone who has

the dancing sun on the lake moments before we all walk in. pray for us.
hearing “fiscal” when those old guys say “physical.” pray for us.
his first selfie after starting t. pray for us.

been my best friend.

ay-hay.

we moved too fast
building a home and a queer love together
that

In our relationship
left other parts of

my body and spirit on the shoreline
I fell in love with “us” instead
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